
Oil

After rallying in the previous session due to the drawdown in US inventories, the international crude oil prices fell back in Thursday’s 
trading. The main reason for the downside was a strengthening US dollar compared to other major currencies like the euro. When the 
dollar strengthens, the dollar-bound oil becomes less attractive for foreign investors. The Brent front month contract closed the day at 
51,38 USD/bbl, down 1,29 USD/bbl against the previous close. We expect a less volatile session Friday with a largely neutral outcome.

Gas

Gas prices across Europe rose in Thursday’s trading despite the big downside on the crude oil market. Concerns about the winter 
situation on the Central European power markets, where massive nuclear outages will most likely affect supply significantly has caused 
both gas prices to rise a lot recently. Yesterday, the NBP Winter-17 contract settled at 48,85 p/th and the contract could break above 
50 p/th within too soon.

Coal
The European coal markets fell for a second straight day Thursday. Prices responded to the soaring US dollar which is improving a lot 
against the euro. Fundamentals do however remain bullish as demand is high in both China and Europe so the upside could very well 
return soon.

Carbon

On the European carbon emission market, prices followed the general weak trend on the fuel complex and edged down for a second 
straight session. Once again, the profit margins for coal fired power generation, the so-called clean dark spreads, narrowed, causing 
weaker demand for CO2 quotas. Market participants are also keeping an eye on EU negotiations regarding further reforms on the quota 
market, but it seems as if an agreement is still far away.

Hydro

It seems as if the extremely dry conditions in the Nordic area are finally changing and during the latest days, the weather forecasts have 
become gradually wetter. The rest of this week and the first couple of days next week still look dry, but then a low pressure will start 
dominating and cause more unsettled conditions. In total, the 10-day forecast contains just around the normal amount of precipitation 
for the season and the deficit on the hydro balance appears to be decreasing as a result.

Germany
The German power market traded down for a second straight day Thursday, following the bearish trend on the oil, carbon emission 
and coal markets. The coal price remains one of the most important factors for the fluctuations on the German market. The nervous 
situation regarding the winter supply on the Central European markets continue to play a role.

Equities The European stock markets were bullish for a third straight session Thursday. The markets reacted positively to the fact that the ECB 
did not make any indications towards a forthcoming increase in interest rates. In the US meanwhile, the stock markets traded flat.

Conclusion

Thursday was marginally bullish on the Nordic power market, with the upside returning following a very rare downturn during the previ-
ous session. The Q1-17 contract rose 0,30 EUR/MWh and settled at 37,50 EUR/MWh while the YR-17 contract was up 0,10 EUR/MWh, 
closing at 29,35 EUR/MWh. We expect a downside in Friday’s session. The weather forecasts have now for a lot of days consistently 
indicated that wetter conditions are underway and this will most likely lead to falling prices on at least the short-term contracts.
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19-okt 35,21 41,09 38,29 41,27 38,64 32,85 35,58 November 35,22 40,50 40,45 40,60 42,55 37,50 37,50 November 36,02 34,58 67,95

20-okt 36,14 39,93 40,11 40,21 40,11 33,80 36,87 Q1-17 31,03 38,91 40,31 40,78 42,38 35,83 36,73 Q1-17 34,11 35,43 67,98

21-okt 33,13 38,47 38,57 38,57 38,57 35,33 35,24 2017 29,43 32,68 32,11 32,40 35,98 27,92 29,35 2017 31,33 33,22 67,98

The Morning report is produced on the basis of information about th Nordic power market from sources which Energi Danmark A/S finds reliable. We attempt to continuously keep data correct and up to date. Energi Danmark A/S assume no responsibility for the accuracy of the contents of this report. Energi 
Danmark A/S makes reservationsfor typing errors, calculation errors and asume no responibility for any loss or damage arising from the direct or indirect consequences following use of this material. Estimates and recommendations can be changed with no prior notice or warning. The report is confidential 
and only intended for clients of Energi Danmark A/S. Information contained in the report is of general nature and cannot be defined as advice. Readers are urged to seek closer advice in relation to specific questions. This material is not to be published or in any other way passed on for unauthorized use.
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